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Abstract. High order weighted compact nonlinear scheme (WCNS) has become an
alternative method of finite difference weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO)
scheme in many different research areas due to its better spectral properties. However,
its heavy computational time even more expensive than the classical WENO scheme
is still a bottleneck problem. To relieve it in a sense, a framework of high order hy-
brid WCNS (HWCNS) combining the weighted nonlinear interpolations proposed in
[Deng et al., JCP, 165] or [Zhang et al., JCP, 227] in the non-smooth stencils with corre-
sponding linear compact interpolations in the smooth stencils respectively is designed
for solving the hyperbolic conservation laws in this work. A newly developed high or-
der shock detector based on the radial basis function, which can capture the locations
of shocks and high gradients accurately and sharply, is used to measure the smooth-
ness of the solution at each grid point. The HWCNS demonstrates higher resolution,
lesser dissipation/dispersion errors, lesser computational time in the extensive one-
and two-dimensional classical examples by comparing with the WCNS.

AMS subject classifications: 65M10, 78A48
Key words: Hybrid, weighted compact nonlinear scheme, hyperbolic conservation laws, shock
detector.

1 Introduction

In the last two decades, the characteristic-wise weighted compact nonlinear scheme
(WCNS) [5] was developed for solving the hyperbolic conservation laws in the presence
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of shocks and small scale structures to improve the spectral properties of the classical
characteristic-wise finite difference weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) conser-
vative scheme [11]. Then, the higher order WCNS has been developed by Nonomura
et al. [20] and Zhang et al. [33] up to the ninth-order, while Zhang et al. [33] proposed
interpolating flux instead of the interpolation of conservative variables in the fifth-order
and higher order version. Nonomura et al. [21] investigated the effects of the cell-center
and cell-node finite difference schemes in the seventh- and ninth-order WCNS. The free-
stream and vortex preservation properties on a generalized curvilinear grid are preserved
by the WCNS [22]. Deng et al. [7] constructed a class of new high order hybrid cell-edge
and cell-node WCNS, the proposed schemes employ more grid points in the compact
stencil, but introduce an artificial parameter which can control its dissipation. Nonomura
et al. [23] modified the linear finite difference scheme by using the fluxes on the compu-
tational nodes together with those on the midpoints, which makes the corresponding
scheme more robust, but more dissipative. Yan et al. [31] proposed the new nonlin-
ear weights, which are computed by using not only the ratios, but also the values of
smoothness indicators. A new seventh-order compact nonlinear interpolation method
was also proposed by Yan et al. [32] on the same stencil as the fifth-order CRWENO
scheme used. They used the characteristic projection to interpolations on the substencils
and the component-wise interpolation on the whole stencil to avoid solving the expen-
sive block tri-diagnoal matrix. Kamiya et al. proposed the WCNS-CU-Z scheme [13] that
adapted the sixth-order central-upwind WENO-CU and fifth-order WENO-Z schemes.
Wong et al. [29] developed a WCNS with a sixth-order localized dissipative interpola-
tion, which hybridizes the central interpolation with the more dissipative upwind-biased
nonlinear interpolation.

However, the WCNS is highly complex to implement and computationally expensive
due to the setup of the Roe-averaged eigensystem etc. It has a procedures of the Riemann
solvers for the conservative variable interpolation [5] (WCNS-DZ), or the splitting of the
flux into its positive and negative components for the flux interpolation [33] (WCNS-
ZSS). A natural remedy is to avoid using the expensive weighted interpolation in the
smooth stencils wherever and whenever possible in practice.

In this study, a new high order hybrid WCNS (HWCNS) conjugating the high order
linear compact interpolation with the weighted nonlinear interpolation in the smooth
and non-smooth stencils respectively is designed for the solution of hyperbolic conser-
vation laws. The newly developed high order and resolution radial basis function shock
detector [28], which can detect the locations of shocks and high gradients accurately, is
employed to measure the smoothness of solution. For the WCNS-ZSS case, a sixth-order
central compact interpolation [17] is used for the flux interpolation in the smooth sten-
cils (HWCNS-ZSS). For the WCNS-DZ case, we interpolate the conservative variables
on the cell boundaries through the fifth-order tridiagonal left and right biased compact
interpolations [4] in the smooth stencils (HWCNS-DZ). Moreover, the HWCNS-DZ with
the HLLC solver (HWCNS-DZ-HLLC) usually behaves better than that with the classical
Lax-Friedrichs solver (HWCNS-DZ-LF) in the numerical examples.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief review of the formulation of
the high order WCNS is delivered. In Section 3, the algorithm of HWCNS for solving
the hyperbolic conservation laws is described in detail, including the compact interpola-
tion and the RBF shock detector. In section 4, the accuracy and efficiency, as well as the
non-oscillatory property of the proposed HWCNS are verified by extensive benchmark
problems. Conclusions are given in section 5.

2 A review of WCNS

The one-dimensional nonlinear system of hyperbolic conservation laws defined in a com-
putational domain [a,b] can be written as

∂Q
∂t

+
∂F(Q)

∂x
=0, (2.1)

where Q=(ρ,ρu,E)T is a vector of the conservative variables and F(Q)=(ρu,ρu2+P,(E+
P)u)T is the flux. Now, we consider a uniformly spaced grid defined by the points xi =
a+i∆x, i=0,··· ,N, which are called cell centers, with cell boundaries given by x̂=xi+ 1

2
=

xi+
∆x
2 , with ∆x= b−a

N . The semi-discretized form of Eq. (2.1) can be transformed into a
system of ordinary differential equations

dQi(t)
dt

=−F
′
i , i=0,··· ,N, (2.2)

where Qi(t)=Q(xi,t) and F
′
i =F

′
(Qi(t)).

2.1 Cell-centered compact scheme

Given the function values on a set of nodes xi, a sixth-order linear cell-centered tridiago-
nal compact finite difference scheme [17] approximation to F

′
i is expressed as

αF
′
i−1+F

′
i +αF

′
i+1=b

Fi+ 3
2
−Fi− 3

2

3∆x
+a

Fi+ 1
2
−Fi− 1

2

∆x
, (2.3)

with parameters α= 9
62 , a= 225−206α

192 , b= 414α−25
128 . The derivatives at the two boundaries

of computational domain F′0 and F′N are computed by the fifth-order WENO-Z scheme [1,
3]. The numerical fluxes at the cell boundaries in the right hand side of Eq. (2.3) are
computed by the weighted nonlinear interpolation or linear compact interpolation.

Remark 2.1. Generally speaking, the tridiagonal compact finite difference scheme
demonstrates better resolution than the explicit one. However, in the case of scheme
Eq. (2.3), Deng et al. [6] and Zhang et al. [34] showed that the numerical resolution of
WCNS is dominated by the interpolation procedure for the cell boundaries. Nonomura
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et al. [21] also confirmed this conclusion through the high order WCNS. In this work, we
use the WCNS [6, 34] with Eq. (2.3) for demonstration and emphasize that the algorithm
of hybrid scheme as well as conclusion are similar if the explicit compact finite difference
scheme or other WCNS is employed.

2.2 The fifth-order nonlinear weighted interpolation

In this section, the fifth-order nonlinear weighted interpolation is briefly reviewed. The
five-points global stencil S5 = {xi−2,xi−1,xi,xi+1,xi+2} is subdivided into three three-
points substencils S0={xi−2,xi−1,xi}, S1={xi−1,xi,xi+1}, S2={xi,xi+1,xi+2}, respectively.
The fifth-order polynomial approximation Êi+ 1

2
= Ê(x̂) in the global stencil S5 (E can be

the conservative variables or fluxes), when E(x) is a smooth function, is

Ê(x̂)=
1

128
(3Ei−2−20Ei−1+90Ei+60Ei+1−5Ei+2). (2.4)

The third-order interpolation polynomials Êk(x̂) in each substencil Sk, (k = 0,1,2) are
given by

Ê0(x̂)=
1
8
(3Ei−2−10Ei−1+15Ei), (2.5a)

Ê1(x̂)=
1
8
(−Ei−1+6Ei+3Ei+1), (2.5b)

Ê2(x̂)=
1
8
(3Ei+6Ei+1−Ei+2). (2.5c)

One can easily find that Eq. (2.4) can be computed by the convex combination of Êk(x̂),
(k=0,1,2) as

Ê(x̂)=
2

∑
k=0

dkÊk(x̂), (2.6)

where (d0,d1,d2)=( 1
16 , 10

16 , 5
16 ) are called the optimal linear weights. To capture the discon-

tinuities and high gradients without spurious oscillation, the idea of normalized nonlin-
ear weights ωk in the WENO scheme [19] is employed to replace the linear weights dk.
Therefore, the weighted nonlinear interpolation approximation is written as

Ê(x̂)=
2

∑
k=0

ωkÊk(x̂). (2.7)

In this study, we use the nonlinear weights ωk proposed in [1, 3]

ωk =
αk

∑2
l=0 αl

, αk =dk

(
1+
(

τ5

βk+ε

)p)
, k=0,1,2, (2.8)
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here, τ5 = |β2−β0|. The sensitivity parameter ε> 0 is used to prevent the denominator
from zero. The power parameter p≥ 1 is used to enhance the relative ratio among the
smoothness indicators βk, which are defined by

βk =
2

∑
l=1

∆x2l−1
∫ x

i+ 1
2

x
i− 1

2

(
dl

dxl Êk(x)
)2

dx, k=0,1,2. (2.9)

The explicit expressions for the smoothness indicators βk are well documented in the
literature [11, 33]. The parameters ε=10−12 and p=2 are used in this study.

2.2.1 The WCNS based on conservative variables interpolation (WCNS-DZ)

Deng et al. developed the WCNS [5] based on the conservative variables interpola-
tion. That is to assume E = Q in Eq. (2.7). Therefore, one can easily compute the
left interpolation values Q̂+

i+ 1
2

on the left of the cell boundaries from the stencil S5 =

{xi−2,xi−1,xi,xi+1,xi+2}. The right interpolation values Q̂−
i+ 1

2
on the right of the cell

boundaries can be obtained by the mirror-symmetric procedure of Q̂+
i+ 1

2
. Then one can

use the arbitrary approximate Riemann solver, together with the Roe eigensystem, to
compute the interpolation values of flux on the cell boundaries Fi+ 1

2
. The compact differ-

ence scheme Eq. (2.3) is finally employed to compute the flux derivatives F
′
i . In this work,

the interpolation values Fi+ 1
2

are computed by the Lax-Friedrichs (LF) and HLLC solvers

(see Appendix for details) when the Q̂+ and Q̂− are obtained.

2.2.2 The WCNS based on flux interpolation (WCNS-ZSS)

Zhang et al. proposed the WCNS [33] based on the flux. That is to assume E= F(Q) in
Eq. (2.7). The upwind flux splitting technique is used to enhance the numerical stability

F(Q)=F+(Q)+F−(Q), (2.10)

where dF+(Q)
dQ ≥ 0 and dF−(Q)

dQ ≤ 0. One example is a simple global Lax-Friedrichs flux
splitting

F±(Q)=
1
2
(F(Q)±αQ), (2.11)

where α=maxi |λi(Q)| with λi(Q) being the i-th eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix ∂F(Q)
∂Q .

See [11] for more details. Then one can obtain the interpolation values of flux on the
cell boundaries Fi+ 1

2
directly by using the weighted interpolation procedure Eq. (2.7) and

obtain the flux derivatives F
′
i through the compact finite difference scheme Eq. (2.3).
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3 Hybrid WCNS (HWCNS)

The goal of the HWCNS is to take advantage of the superior properties of the linear
compact interpolation in capturing small scale structures in the smooth stencils and de-
creasing the computational time without loss of accuracy. In this section, we will briefly
introduce the linear compact interpolations, high order radial basis function (RBF) shock
detector and the detailed algorithm of the HWCNS.

3.1 Compact interpolation

The weighted nonlinear interpolation is beneficial to the shocks and high gradients cap-
turing. But in the smooth stencils, it is highly complex to implement and computationally
expensive, and sometime is too dissipative for the fine scale structures such as turbu-
lence [12, 14–16]. Therefore, we consider the following linear compact interpolation in
the smooth stencils.

• The fifth-order tridiagonal left and right biased compact interpolations [4] based on
the conservative variables are given by

1
2

Q+
i− 1

2
+Q+

i+ 1
2
+

1
10

Q+
i+ 3

2
=

1
10

Qi−1+Qi+
1
2

Qi+1, (3.1a)

1
10

Q−
i− 1

2
+Q−

i+ 1
2
+

1
2

Q−
i+ 3

2
=

1
2

Qi+Qi+1+
1
10

Qi+2. (3.1b)

• The sixth-order compact interpolation [17] based on the flux is given by

αFi− 1
2
+Fi+ 1

2
+αFi+ 3

2
=

b
2
(Fi+2+Fi−1)+

a
2
(Fi+1+Fi), (3.2)

where the parameters are α= 3
10 , a= 75+70α

64 , b= −25+126α
128 respectively.

3.2 RBF shock detector method

The multi-quadric radial basis function (MQ-RBF) interpolation g(x) of a real-valued
function f (x) on a set of uniformly spaced centers X = {xi | xi ∈ Ω, i = 0,··· ,N} in a
given one-dimensional domain Ω can be written as the linear combination of MQ-RBF
g(x)=∑N

i=0 λiφi(x), where λi is the RBF coefficient and φi(x) is a MQ-RBF at the center
xi, defined by

φi(x)=
√
(x−xi)2+ε2

i , xi∈X, x∈Ω, i=0,1,··· ,N,

where ε i >0 is the shape parameter (ε i =0.05 is used in this study). One can compute the
corresponding derivative g′(x) as

g′(x)=
N

∑
i=0

λi
x−xi

φi(x)
. (3.3)
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By defining the interpolation matrix M and differentiation matrix D,

Mij =
√
(xi−xj)2+ε2

j , Dij =

{
0, if ε j =0, i= j,
(xi−xj)/Mij, otherwise,

the RBF coefficient vector ~λ = (λ0,··· ,λN)
T and the derivative vector ~g′ =

(g′(x0),··· ,g′(xN))
T can be obtained respectively by~λ=M−1~f , ~g′=D~λ.

Remark 3.1. It is well-known that the interpolation matrix M is a full rank and ill-
conditioned matrix for large N. The interpolation matrix M is a symmetric Toeplitz
matrix which can be effectively computed by theO(N2) recursive Levinson-Durbin algo-
rithm [9,26]. In [28], we proposed a domain decomposition technique, which can further
improve the efficiency and relieve its ill-condition. In a word, one can uniformly sub-
divide the whole computational domain into NS subdomains containing Nk grid points
each, and then the RBF approximation is used in each subdomain. In this study, we set
Nk =100.

We refer to d=(d0,··· ,dN)=(|g′(x0)|2,··· ,|g′(xN)|2) as the RBF scales, which are usu-
ally large at a discontinuous grid point and small at a smooth grid point. Due to the large
number of grid points used in resolving fine scale structures in a typical numerical solu-
tion of hyperbolic conservation laws, it is recommended that d should be segmented into
NSk subsegments each with m+1 RBF scales before applying the shock detection method.
For statistical meaning [10, 27], m+1 should be in the order of 10∼20. In this paper, we
use m=19 and briefly summarize the RBF shock detection method as

• Given a data set d= (d0,··· ,dm), it is first sorted in an ascending order to form a
new data set ds = (ds

0,··· ,ds
m), where ds

0≤ ··· ≤ ds
m. The first quartile Q1 is defined

as Q1 =(1−g)ds
j−1+gds

j , with g= j−b(m+4)/2c/2 and g= 0 or g= 1/2, which is
the middle between the smallest value and the median of the data set ds. The third
quartile Q3 is defined correspondingly as the middle between the largest value and
the median of the data set ds.

• To identify the potential outlier(s) in the data set ds, one should define the box-
plot domain Ω f = [F1,F3], where the fences F1 = min{−Qmean,Q1−3∆Q} and
F3=max{Qmean,Q3+3∆Q} with Qmean=(∑m

i=0 |di|)/(m+1) and ∆Q=Q3−Q1.

• Then, any data ds
k that lies outside Ω f (ds

k /∈Ω f ) is considered to be an outlier and
we set the Flag at its corresponding grid point Flagi(k) = 1, where i(k) is the grid
index corresponding to the original data set d before sorting. Otherwise, we set
Flagi(k)=0.

Readers are referred to [28] for the detailed algorithm of the RBF shock detector method.
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3.3 Algorithm of HWCNS

In this part, we use all the components including the compact scheme, weighted non-
linear interpolation, compact interpolation and RBF shock detector method to build the
HWCNS. For simplicity, the notations of the designed schemes are listed in Table 1 and
employed in the following discussion.

Table 1: The notations of the designed schemes.

Interpolation Compact scheme Riemann solver NotationVariable Weighted Compact
E=Q Eq. (2.7)

√
LF WCNS-DZ-LF

E=Q Eq. (2.7)
√

HLLC WCNS-DZ-HLLC
E=F(Q) Eq. (2.7)

√
WCNS-ZSS

E=Q Eq. (2.7) Eq. (3.1)
√

LF HWCNS-DZ-LF
E=Q Eq. (2.7) Eq. (3.1)

√
HLLC HWCNS-DZ-HLLC

E=F(Q) Eq. (2.7) Eq. (3.2)
√

HWCNS-ZSS

The algorithm of HWCNS is shown in the following flowchart:

Algorithm 3.1 (HWCNS). Given the flow field Q (or F(Q)) and boundary conditions at
time tn and the final time T.

Step 1 Perform the RBF shock detector on the density once at the beginning of Runge-
Kutta time stepping scheme and compute the discontinuity set as Flagi = 1 at a
grid point xi.

Step 2 Create a buffer zone around each non-smooth grid point xi such that all the grid
points inside the buffer zone are flagged as the non-smooth stencils.

If, for example, a grid point xi is flagged as a non-smooth grid point (Flagi = 1),
then its neighboring grid points xi−3,··· ,xi,··· ,xi+3 will also be designated as the
non-smooth stencils, that is, Flagj =1, j= i−3,··· ,i,··· ,i+3.

Step 3 Compute the compact interpolation and weighted nonlinear interpolation respec-
tively in the corresponding stencils. For example, the distribution of the compact
and weighted interpolations in the computational domain is shown in Fig. 1.

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5

-2

-1

0

1

2

Weighted WeightedCompact

: Cell centers : Cell boundaries with compact interpolation

: Cell boundaries with weighted interpolation

Figure 1: The sketched map of stencils with the compact interpolation and weighted interpolation.
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• (Non-smooth stencils (Flagj =1)): the weighted nonlinear interpolation.

• (Smooth stencils (Flagj =0)): the upwind/central compact interpolation.

– For the HWCNS-DZ scheme, one should first compute the interpolation
value of the conservative variables and then compute the interpolation
value of the flux using the Riemann solver.

– For the HWCNS-ZSS scheme, one can compute the interpolation value
of the flux directly.

Step 4 Use Eq. (2.3) to compute the derivative of flux F(Q). The derivatives at the two
boundaries of computational domain are computed by the fifth-order WENO-Z
scheme.

Step 5 Use the third-order TVD Runge-Kutta scheme [25] to update the time integration.
For the HWCNS-ZSS scheme, one should use the eighth-order filter to remove the
numerical oscillations arising from the interfaces between two different schemes,
while the HWCNS-DZ scheme does not.

Step 6 If tn+1<T, go to Step 1.

For the two-dimensional problems, the one-dimension procedure described above is
employed in the x- and y-directions respectively. The CFL number is set to be CFL=0.45.
For other frameworks of the hybrid schemes, see [2, 10, 18, 28] and references therein.

4 Numerical results

In this section, we will demonstrate the accuracy, efficiency and numerical properties of
the HWCNS by comparing with the WCNS for solving the one- and two-dimensional
hyperbolic conservation laws.

4.1 The accuracy of WCNS and HWCNS

To test the order of accuracy of the HWCNS, the one-dimensional Euler equation defined
in the computational domain x∈ [0,2] is considered. The initial conditions are set to be
(ρ,u,P) = (1+0.1sin(πx),1,1). The periodical boundary conditions are imposed at the
two ends of boundaries. ∆t=CFL×∆x5/3 is used for the convergence order of accuracy.
The final time is t=2.

L2, L∞ errors and convergence orders of accuracy for the WCNS and HWCNS are
given in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. Both the WCNS and HWCNS reach the op-
timal fifth-order convergence accuracy. On the one hand, the errors computed by the
HWCNS are lesser than those computed by the WCNS. On the other hand, the errors
computed by the HWCNS-ZSS and HWCNS-DZ-HLLC are lesser than those computed
by the HWCNS-DZ-LF. One can find that the HWCNS-ZSS performs the best among
those schemes.
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Table 2: The accuracy test. L2 errors and convergence orders of accuracy for the WCNS and HWCNS.

N -DZ-HLLC -DZ-LF -ZSS
L2 error order L2 error order L2 error order

10 8.64×10−4 — 1.39×10−3 — 1.40×10−3 —
20 2.43×10−5 5.15 4.23×10−5 5.04 4.24×10−5 5.05

WCNS 40 7.19×10−7 5.08 1.31×10−6 5.01 1.31×10−6 5.02
80 2.18×10−8 5.04 4.08×10−8 5.00 4.08×10−8 5.00

160 6.72×10−10 5.02 1.27×10−9 5.01 1.27×10−9 5.01
10 4.97×10−4 — 5.75×10−4 — 4.12×10−4 —
20 1.20×10−5 5.37 1.48×10−5 5.28 9.61×10−6 5.42

HWCNS 40 3.20×10−7 5.23 4.14×10−7 5.16 2.50×10−7 5.26
80 9.13×10−9 5.13 1.22×10−8 5.08 7.02×10−9 5.15

160 2.72×10−10 5.07 3.70×10−10 5.04 2.07×10−10 5.08

Table 3: The accuracy test. L∞ errors and convergence orders of accuracy for the WCNS and HWCNS.

N -DZ-HLLC -DZ-LF -ZSS
L∞ error order L∞ error order L∞ error order

10 1.14×10−3 — 1.90×10−3 — 1.89×10−3 —
20 3.42×10−5 5.06 5.97×10−5 4.99 5.96×10−5 4.99

WCNS 40 1.02×10−6 5.07 1.86×10−6 5.00 1.85×10−6 5.01
80 3.09×10−8 5.04 5.77×10−8 5.01 5.77×10−8 5.00

160 9.51×10−10 5.02 1.80×10−9 5.00 1.80×10−9 5.00
10 6.86×10−4 — 8.06×10−4 — 6.20×10−4 —
20 1.70×10−5 5.33 2.10×10−5 5.26 1.51×10−5 5.36

HWCNS 40 4.55×10−7 5.22 5.88×10−7 5.16 3.93×10−7 5.26
80 1.30×10−8 5.13 1.73×10−8 5.09 1.14×10−8 5.11

160 3.85×10−10 5.08 5.24×10−10 5.05 3.48×10−10 5.03

4.2 Shock-entropy wave interaction

To show the higher resolution, lesser dissipation and dispersion errors of the HWCNS, a
right moving Mach 3 shock interacting with a small amplitude sinusoidal perturbation
of the entropy in the pre-shock region is simulated. The initial conditions are

(ρ,u,P)=


(27

7
,
4
√

35
9

,
31
3

)
, −10≤ x< x0,(

exp(−εsin(k(x+x0))),0,1
)

, x0≤ x≤10,

where ε=0.01, x0=−9.5 and k=13. The final time is t=5.
The reference solution is obtained by the fifth-order WENO-Z scheme with the num-

ber of grid points N = 6000. Since the amplitude of perturbation is small (ε= 0.01), the
solution of the Euler equations is dominated by those in the weak nonlinear regime. The
entropy as computed by the WCNS and HWCNS with the grid resolution (N = 1500) at
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Figure 2: (Color online) Mach 3 shock-entropy wave interaction problem. The entropy and Flag as computed
by the WCNS and HWCNS at time t=5.

time t= 5 is shown in the left and middle figures of Fig. 2, which demonstrate that the
HWCNS has no discernible dissipation and dispersion errors, while the WCNS severely
dampens the entropy. The high and low frequency entropy waves behind and in front
of the main shock are well resolved by the HWCNS. The closed-up view of the entropy
confirms our expected higher resolution in the proposed hybrid schemes and Riemann
solvers. One can also observe that there are only eleven discontinuous points (Flag in
the right figure of Fig. 2) including five discontinuous points detected by the RBF shock
detector and six extra points in the buffer zone (see Step 2 in the algorithm of HWCNS).
It demonstrates that the RBF shock detector method captures the multiple shock loca-
tions accurately and sharply. The Flag in the following figures includes the buffer zone
without statement otherwise.

4.3 Shock-density wave interaction

The extended Mach 3 shock-density wave interaction problem is considered to demon-
strate that the HWCNS performs an overall better resolution than the WCNS in resolving
the high frequency density waves. The initial conditions are given as

(ρ,u,P)=


(27

7
,
4
√

35
9

,
31
3

)
, −5≤ x< x0,(

1+εsin(kx),0,1
)

, x0≤ x≤15,

where ε=0.2, x0=−4 and k=5. The final time is t=5.
Since there is no exact solution for this problem, the reference solution is computed

by the fifth-order WENO-Z scheme with the number of grid points N = 3600. In the
left figure of Fig. 3, the numerical results computed by the WCNS and HWCNS with the
number of grid points N=800 agree well with the reference solution. In the middle figure
of Fig. 3, the high frequency density waves generated by the strong nonlinear interaction
between the main shock and a small upstream density perturbation are plotted. One can
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Figure 3: (Color online) Extended Mach 3 shock-density wave interaction problem. The density ρ and Flag as
computed by the WCNS and HWCNS at time t=5.

easily find that the HWCNS shows better resolution than the original WCNS. The WCNS-
DZ-HLLC and HWCNS-DZ-HLLC behave better than the WCNS-ZSS and HWCNS-ZSS
respectively. In the right figure of Fig. 3, the density computed by the HWCNS and Flag
detected by the RBF shock detector at the final time t = 5 are presented. The results
indicate that the shock and the developing shocklets are well resolved essentially non-
oscillatory by the HWCNS with the weighted nonlinear interpolation in the non-smooth
stencils, while the fine scale structures in the smooth stencils are well resolved by the
compact interpolation. The right figure of Fig. 3 shows the high frequency waves and
Flag around the shock locations. The locations of main shock and shocklets are accurately
captured by the RBF shock detector.

4.4 Two-dimensional Riemann problem

In this section, we choose the configuration (3) of two-dimensional Riemann problem in
the literature [24] for demonstration. The initial conditions are

Q=(P,ρ,u,v)=


(1.5,1.5,0,0), if x>0.8 and y≥0.8,
(0.3,0.5323,1.206,0), if x≤0.8 and y≥0.8,
(0.029,0.138,1.206,1.206), if x≤0.8 and y≤0.8,
(0.3,0.5323,0,1.206), if x>0.8 and y<0.8.

The simulations with the mesh resolution Nx×Ny = 400×400 are conducted up to the
final time t=0.8.

The contour lines of density are demonstrated in Fig. 4. It is obvious to show that the
computed large scale structures agree well with those in the literature [24]. Comparing
with the WCNS, the HWCNS can generate more small scale structures such as the rollups
along the stem lines. Again, the HWCNS-DZ-HLLC shows the highest resolution by
comparing with other schemes. We plot the Flag in the x- and y-directions respectively
in Fig. 5 and observe that the Flag is very sharp with only a few grid points, which shows
the accuracy of the RBF shock detector.
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional Riemann problem. The contour lines of density ρ as computed by the WCNS and
HWCNS at time t=0.8.
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Figure 5: Two-dimensional Riemann problem. The Flag in the x- and y-directions respectively.
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4.5 Double Mach reflection problem

The two-dimensional Mach 10 double Mach reflection (DMR) problem is simulated to
illustrate the robustness of the HWCNS. The computational domain is defined as [0,4]×
[0,1]. The initial conditions are

Q=(ρ,u,v,P)=


(8,8.25cosθ,−8.25sinθ,116.5), x<

1
6
+

y√
3

,

(1.4,0,0,1), x≥ 1
6
+

y√
3

,

with θ = π
6 . The boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 4 are specified as the supersonic

inflow and free-stream outflow respectively. The reflective boundary conditions are ap-
plied in the interval

[ 1
6 ,4
]

at the lower boundary y= 0. The exact solution of the Mach
10 moving oblique shock is imposed at the upper boundary y=1. The simulation is con-
ducted until the final time t=0.2 with the mesh resolution Nx×Ny =960×240. Readers
are referred to [30] for the detailed set up of this problem and corresponding numerical
results. For this particular case, we choose Nk=80 for the computation of the RBF scales.

Fig. 6 shows the closed-up views of density with the small vortical rollups along the
slip line and the large mushroom shaped vortical rollups at the tip of the jet. It is not
difficult to find that the WCNS and HWCNS can capture the triple point, the incident
shock, the reflected shock, a Mach stem and a slip plane of the flow accurately, which are
comparable to those in the literature [18, 30]. Furthermore, the HWCNS demonstrates
slightly higher resolution than the WCNS by carefully observing the rollups along the
Mach stem in Fig. 6. Flagx and Flagy as detected by the RBF shock detector are drawn
in Fig. 7, which are similar to those used in the hybrid compact-WENO finite difference
schemes [8–10].
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Figure 6: Double Mach reflection problem. The contour lines of density ρ as computed by the WCNS and
HWCNS at time t=0.2.
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Figure 7: Double Mach reflection problem. The Flag in the x- and y-directions respectively.

4.6 Forward facing step problem

Finally, we simulate the forward facing step problem, which is a challenging problem for
high order numerical methods due to a singular point at the corner. The problem is set
up by a right-going Mach 3 flow in a wind tunnel containing a step. The wind tunnel
is one length unit wide and three length units long. The step is 0.2 length units high
and is located 0.6 length units from the left-hand end of the tunnel. Reflecting boundary
conditions are used along the walls of the tunnel. At the end of left and right boundaries
are the inflow and outflow boundary conditions respectively. Initially the wind tunnel is
filled with a gamma-law gas, which everywhere has density ρ=1.4, pressure P=1.0, and
velocities u=3.0, v=0.0. The gas with this density, pressure, and velocity is continually
fed in from the left-hand boundary. The final simulation time is t=4.

The corner of the step is the center of a rarefaction fan and hence is a singular point
of the flow. The technique used in the literature [30], which is based on the assumption
of a nearly steady flow in the region near the corner, is adopted here for the treatment of
this singular point. The CFL number is modified as 0.2. Fig. 8 shows the contour lines
of density as computed by the WCNS and HWCNS with the mesh resolution Nx×Ny =
600×200. From those figures, we can observe that there are no large discrepancy between
the HWCNS and WCNS. The shock locations are accurately captured by the RBF shock
detector in the HWCNS and shown in Fig. 9.

To gain a better understanding of the efficiency of the HWCNS, the corresponding
CPU times and speedup of the one- and two-dimensional problems above as computed
by the WCNS and HWCNS are listed in Table 4. The results show that the HWCNS based
on the conservative variables interpolation can save at least 30% CPU times. However,
those based on the flux interpolation can allow a speedup up to a factor of two than the
WCNS. This is because one needs to compute the upwind compact interpolation on the
cell boundaries twice (left and right interpolations), and then use the Riemann solver
to compute the interpolation value of flux on the cell boundary in the HWCNS-DZ. It
results in the HWCNS-DZ costing more CPU time than the HWCNS-ZSS.
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Figure 8: Forward facing step problem. The contour lines of density ρ as computed by the WCNS and HWCNS
at time t=4.
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Figure 9: Forward facing step problem. The Flag in the x- and y-directions respectively.

5 Concluding remarks

In this work, a new framework of high order hybrid weighted compact nonlinear
scheme (HWCNS) conjugating the compact interpolation in the smooth stencils with the
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Table 4: The CPU times (in second) of the WCNS and HWCNS for the one- and two-dimensional problems.

-DZ-HLLC -DZ-LF -ZSS
WCNS 7.57 6.92 6.97

Shock-Entropy HWCNS 5.70 4.48 3.13
Speedup 1.33 1.54 2.23
WCNS 2.29 2.10 2.11

Shock-Density HWCNS 1.70 1.46 1.16
Speedup 1.35 1.44 1.82
WCNS 3708 3530 2660

DMR HWCNS 2483 2261 1210
Speedup 1.49 1.56 2.20
WCNS 2998 2813 2206

Riemann 2D HWCNS 2176 1872 1121
Speedup 1.38 1.50 1.97
WCNS 21400 20280 16200

FFS problem HWCNS 14380 13250 9157
Speedup 1.49 1.53 1.77

weighted nonlinear interpolation in the non-smooth stencils is proposed for solving hy-
perbolic conservation laws. For the HWCNS based on the interpolation of conservative
variables, the LF and HLLC Riemann solvers are used to compute the interpolation value
of the flux on the cell boundary. The newly developed RBF shock detector method is em-
ployed to detect the locations of shocks and high gradients accurately and sharply. The
numerical examples show that the HWCNS demonstrates the improved efficiency, accu-
racy, resolution, dissipation and dispersion errors comparing with the standard WCNS.

Appendix: The LF and HLLC solvers

• The LF solver is given by

hLF(Q−,Q+)=
1
2
[
F(Q−)+F(Q+)−λ(Q+−Q−)

]
, (A.1)

where λ is taken as an upper bound over the whole line for |F′(Q)| in the scalar
case, or the absolute value of eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix in the system case.

• The HLLC solver is given by

hHLLC(Q−,Q+)=


F(Q−), if 0≤ s−,
F(Q−)+s−(Q0−−Q−), if s−≤ s0,
F(Q+)+s+(Q0+−Q+), if s0≤ s+,
F(Q+), if s+≤0,

(A.2)
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where, by defining the averaging operator f̄ = 1
2 ( f++ f−) and difference operator

∆ f = f+− f−,

Q0±=ρ±
s±−u±

s±−s0


1
s0

E±

ρ±
+(s0−u±)

(
s0+

P±

ρ±(s±−u±)

)
, s0= ū− ∆P

2ρ̄c̄
, (A.3)

and

s±=u±±c±q±, q±=


1, if P0≤P±,(

1+
γ+1
2γ

( P0

P±
−1
))1/2

, if P0>P±,
P0= P̄− 1

2
∆uρ̄c̄.
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